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My last now word up
Anyhow I could of sparred when the word up
Retrained up from battle when the war's done
I'll be up in the hustle labels and I'm on one
Instant never let again to my system
Who you gonna gain now from me is wisdom
See me in the distance, not behind you
Now ahead you, and I will stay ahead ,
You can't ,me it's impossible
Because the trouble I cause it's unstoppable
Word of mouth, unstoppable
I see the hate as unrockable
Stone throw,
Wiley, kill them with a new flow
Wiley, show po
Still get , in my old call

Create buzz, haha, yo, create a buzz
,
My last now word up
Anyhow I could of sparred when the word up
Retrained up from battle when the war's done
I'll be up in the hustle labels and I'm on one
Instant never let again to my system
Who you gonna gain now from me is wisdom
See me in the distance, not behind you
Now ahead you, and I will stay ahead ,
You can't ,me it's impossible
Because the trouble I cause it's unstoppable
Word of mouth, unstoppable
I see the hate as unrockable
Stone throw,
Wiley, kill them with a new flow
Wiley kill them with an old flow
Still get , in my old call
,

Wanna go worldwide, if I do like Scooby
I never , excuse me please
Everyone wanna be fly but not everybody's in the sky
like movie
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I spend a little of time playing angry birds, in a chair
nobody remove me
I'm happy, this is my hobby, on my iPhone in a hotel
lobby
But I'm not beef , I see for your team
I see for your team , pussy , queen, haha
You know when I crack, I rise to the occasion
Hello world , I knew my relations ,
Music blood evil war

Why am I fighting for survival?
When , you know rivals
, I been in a 10 year cicle
, this year I'm gonna go pop
, I get it done this way before deadline
Get it right yeah they never gonna block me
I search for the dirt in the air like the headlights
No kidding, no breathing
You can't reach to the level where you , my head in
I wanna hold back loud and , till my wrist ,
Tomorrow is like Wiley get them, Wiley get them
Cause I , when I come alive
The whole scene wakes up, when I end the part time
I'm looking at the bigger , see the bigger picture
, here comes another man ,
That's why I move on with another plan
, put in your life
And another man , smooth, no hustle the war,
But he drops, , you could reply cause I got time
I don't , cause I eat , loud
When I come around, everybody wakes up like its ,
Might include you , I'm gonna stop here
, trust me, we are on the rise, I'm telling you
Aba ba ba ba bang, fatality.
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